Active noise control (ANC) in 3-dimensional sound field, e.g. an office room, is investigated in this paper. Since the size of the controlled area normally depends on the wave length of the target noise, it is difficult to control in the whole room using ANC technique. Instead, around-head-control is investigated in this paper. To realize the around-head-control, an evaluation point is required to correspond with the head movement while controlling. However, the evaluation point movement while controlling has not been considered in a conventional ANC. Against this problem, a new algorithm is proposed in this paper. The algorithm updates filters by using Time-Delay filter and Distance-Attenuation coefficient. Time-Delay filter and Distance-Attenuation coefficient are calculated from the position of the evaluation point. The computer simulations are carried out, and the validity of the new algorithm is shown.
Introduction
In this paper, active noise control (ANC) in 3-dimensional sound field is investigated. It is difficult to realize whole-room-control because size of controlled area depends on wave length of target noise. Instead of whole-room-control, around-head-control is investigated in this paper. In this system, an evaluation point (an error microphone) and the controlled area need to follow the head movement. In the conventional ANC, Filtered-x LMS algorithm (1) is generally used because of its stability and simplicity. Since this algorithm is supposed that a secondary path characteristic (the acoustic path from the secondary sound source to an evaluation point) is constant, it is difficult to use Filtered-x LMS against the evaluation point movement problem.
In 1-dimensional sound field, against this problem, Iida et al. proposed Time-delay Separation Method in 1-dimensional acoustic field (2) and Sano et al (3) proposed Direct Adaptive Algorithm (DAA). Time-delay Separation Method updates main characteristic and Time-Delay characteristic separatery. This method obtain good control effect during moving. DAA carries out both ANC and identification of the secondary path characteristic simultaneously. This feature is available in practical use. However, enough control effect is not obtained while the evaluation point is moving because LMS algorithm in DAA is insufficient in speed. Against this problem, a new algorithm extending these method for 3-dimensional sound field is proposed in this paper. This new algorithm expresses the controller as the function of the evaluation point location. Computer simulations are carried out and results show validity of the algorithm. 
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Identification of acoustic characteristics and optimal filter coefficients
Identified secondary path characteristicĜ is necessary in the conventional Filtered-x LMS algorithm. If the identifying error is large, the controller does not work properly by this algorithm. On the other hand, DAA updates three filters C, D and K simultaneously using LMS algorithm as shown in Fig. 1 . Since filter K is identified as G during ANC, the prior estimation of G is unnecessary. However, even using DAA, accuracy of identification becomes worse if the evaluation point moves.
Measurements are carried out to investigate changes of acoustic characteristics while the evaluation point is moving. An experimental arrangement in this paper are shown in Fig. 2 . The acoustic characteristics in experimental field are identified as FIR filters using adaptive identification. The conditions of identification are shown in Table 1 . Identified W and G at the origin are shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 4 shows W along x-and y-axes and Fig. 5 shows G along x-and y-axes. The vertical axis in Fig. 4 and 5 expresses sampling number from 40 to 60 for W, and from 10 to 35 for G that enlarges horizontal axis in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 4 and 5, the color expresses the amplitude and the horizontal axis expresses x-coordinate or ycoordinate. Figures 4 and 5 show that the difference of acoustic characteristics mainly appears in the difference of Time-Delay.
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Vol.2, No. 1, 2008 Computer simulations are carried out in order to inspect the changes of optimal characteristics of controller. Optimal filter coefficients C opt , D opt and K opt at each point are calculated from the identified W and G. C opt , D opt and K opt along x-and y-axes are shown in Fig. 6, 7 and 8. The difference of optimal filters mainly appears in Time-Delay the same as W and G. In order to check this feature, frequency responses of C opt at points (0 0), (0.02 0), (0.04 0) and (0.06 0) are calculated. From Fig. 9 , while the phase shift is observed obviously, the amplitude difference is small. From these results, it is considered that the phase adjusting, i.e. Time-Delay updating, is more effective than the amplitude adjusting while the evaluation point moves. Step size 0.01
Sampling frequency 10kHz
Filter length 512
Identifying time 30s
Input signal white noise 
ANC simulations
In this section, several ANC simulations assuming movement of the evaluation point are carried out. In the simulations, acoustic characteristics obtained in §3 are used. Figure 10 shows the movement of the evaluation point. Table 2 shows the conditions of simulations. Estimation error (EE) expressed in Eq. 1 is used in order to evaluate the control effect. In this paper, q is set to 512 in Eq. 1.
(1) Figure 11 shows a simulation result of DAA with linear-interpolated optimal filters calculated in §3. The enough control effect was obtained by this method, while the control effect became worse by DAA just after the evaluation point starts moving. This method is optimal, however, because prior identifications are necessary to use this method. A method without a prior identification should be invented.
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Interpolating the optimal filters
Geometrical estimation of Time-Delay and Distance-Attenuation
As described in §3, the optimal filters has related to the position of the evaluation point. In the new method, the filters are expressed as functions of location as follows,
In Eq. 2, a dC(x y) , a dD(x y) and a dK(x y) are calculated from Distance-Attenuation of noise and control sound, and h C(x y) , h D(x y) and h K(x y) are calculated from Time-Delay of noise and Fig. 10 The movement of the evaluation point Table 2 Conditions of ANC simulations Temperature 297 K Used algorithm DAA, DAA with proposed
Step size of DAA 100
Sampling frequency 10kHz
Filter length of adaptive filters 256
Input signal white noise (up to 4kHz) Fig. 11 A simulation controlled by interpolating the optimal filters
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If noise is assumed to the planar wave and control sound is assumed to the spheric wave, the difference of both Distance-Attenuation and Time-Delay between the evaluation point and the original point of each filter are calculated from Eq. 3 as follows:
From Eq. 5, the Time-Delay filters are calculated as
Equations 2, 4 and 6 are used for updating the filters. The simulation was carried out in order to confirm the validity of the proposed method. The result is shown in Fig. 12 . The control effect by optimal phase and by proposed method are almost the same. Optimal phase can be estimated without the prior identification if the position of evaluation point can be measured at each sampling time. More exactly adjusting gain characteristics is necessary in order to obtain better control effect. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the new algorithm for head-around ANC is proposed when the evaluation point moves. The measurements in 0.4m × 0.4m area are carried out in order to investigate changes of acoustic characteristics when the evaluation point moves. Differences of acoustic characteristics are appeared in the difference of Time-Delay and that of amplitude. The identifications of optimal characteristics of controller are carried by computer simulations. The same as acoustic characteristics, differences of identified characteristics are appeared in Time-Delay and amplitude.
The simulation is carried out with interpolating the optimal filters. The enough control effect obtained. However, the prior identification is necessary to use this method. The simulation is carried out with the filters having the optimal phase characteristics. Compared with DAA, the better control effect obtained.
The new algorithm without previously identifying is proposed. This algorithm updates the filters as functions of location by calculating Time-Delay and Distance-Attenuation geometrically. The simulation result showed that the proposed algorithm and optimal phase characteristics control have almost the same effect. The gain characteristics should be adjusted exactly in order to obtain enough control effect.
